services, interactive television, and computer-supported cooperative work' are likely to become widely available in the near future. Such applications might involve multiplc users participating in a computing environment consisting of heterogeneous and autonomous information resources. Thc systems that man age the resources (for example, database-management systems) might also be heterogeneous and autonomous. These applications might be supported by dis tributed and heterogeneous computing and networking platforms (both hardware and software components), and have multiple administrative and access control authorities .
services, interactive television, and computer-supported cooperative work' are likely to become widely available in the near future. Such applications might involve multiplc users participating in a computing environment consisting of heterogeneous and autonomous information resources. Thc systems that man age the resources (for example, database-management systems) might also be heterogeneous and autonomous. These applications might be supported by dis tributed and heterogeneous computing and networking platforms (both hardware and software components), and have multiple administrative and access control authorities .
A software paradigm that can support such applications flcxibly and reliably is a distributed cooperative task. In this paradigm, an agent supports a user, repre sents the user to the system. and handles complex interactions with other cooper ating agents and system resources. A critical issue in such a paradigm is controlling interactions among the cooperating agents to meet the application objective, despite unpred ictable llser interventions and system failures.
Conferencing environment. The multimedia conference is a complex applica tion that demonstrates the distributed cooperative task model and the issues in controlling the interactions among cooperating agents. In a typical conferencin g-the conference configuration. In addi tion, the environment can change be cause of media failures and other re source constraints.
As the Hexibility provI de d by multi media conference services increases.
interactions among users and systems will become too complex and time con suming for humans to handle directly.
To handle the complexity, we can mod el the multimedia conference as a coop erarive /ask in which agents repre,ent ing users cooperate to support the task.
The agent must know the objective it should try to achieve. which in this case is the desirable conference configura tion relevant to the user's participation, The conference configuration specifies the user group and the media used to communicate with each user. We propose a system framework that integrates feedback control' and trans action-processing techniques 'i to sup port reliable interactions of the agents 'N ith the shared resources. To cope with the heterogeneIty and autonomy of hard ware and software systems. we repre sent shared data structures and re sources as shared objects. storing them in heterogeneous object databases and providing reliable access using transac tions. This approach reduces the need for pairwise interraces among hetero geneous agents and objects. Tt also sup ports concurrent access from agents to distributed shared objects using inter active transactions (ITXs). We w,e the feedback control technique so that agents can adapt to environmental changes to carry out a cooperative ob jectiv e assigned by users. We call the interactive transaction-control system the fTX s\'slem.
System features. The proposed ITX system has the following features:
• It mudds the coordination and re sOlirce-manHgement aspects of a cooperative user agent as an inter active transaction, or ITX, that exe cutes transactions on shared objects to achieve the cooperative objec live. Distributed agents achieve co ordination by manipulating shared objects without direct pairwise com munications. Cooperative objec tives. shareJ data structures. and system resources arc all modeled as shared objects.
• It uses a novel application-indepen dent criterion called fixed point that defines a stable state of the system with respect to an agent.
• Using ITXs and the fixed-point con trol criterion, it implements a feed back controller strategy that involves observing the changes in the system 
ITX system overview
An ITX system (shown in figure I) consists of a set of u,er agents associat • TX selection logic: An application dependent criterion to select TXs for execution during an iteration of the 11X (described later).
-(5: A set of observation sets 0, (i = 1 to n) maintained by the IT X. Each 0, is an observation set of a transac tion TX, in the ITX.
-OBI: The local cooperative objec tive of the ITX defined over (5. 
Iterative execution control
We 
Example ofa teleconferencing application
A simplified multimedia teleconfer encing application demonstrates the ITX system's basic concepts and advantag es. We define the shared objects used in the example, define the ITXs, and dis cuss the iterative execution of the ITXs to support the application.
Definition of the shared objects. A more complex teleconferencing appli cation would require shared-object struc tures more complex than we present here. However, we can model an n user conference configuration using a shared object type Con/so defined as follows:
Adaptive control
An adaptive strategy increases the sensitivity of an ITX in reacting to changes. During an ITX iteration, the states of the shared objects relevant to the already executed TXs can change. In such a case, completing the cur rent iteration will not lead to a fixed point. Hence, it might be more efficient not to complete the current iteration, but to restart a new iteration or reexe cute previously executed transactions. The following criterion is useful for defining an adaptive control strategy: An ITX is at a partial fixed point up to
TXi if 0;"" ' = 0:" for j == 1 to j and j < n.
Adaptive execution control of an ITX based on the partial fixed-point crite rion requires that a TX'):. , be executed only when a partiallixed point is reached up to TX7. Consequently, the current iteration of an ITX continues only if the preceding transactions do not observe state changes. It suspends if the states of the shared objects relevant to the previously executed TXs of the current iteration have changed. Optionally, we can also specify that the ITX should reach a fixed point within time Tout to provide a time-out (for ex ample. to guarantee the termination of an ITX).
Using the adaptive execution control strategy requires a partial fixed-point detection mechanism as well as a reexecution strategy. One detection meth od is to treat each TX as an active process that continues to monitor the states of the relevant shared objects even after it is executed in an iteration and restarts its execution after stopping the progress of the current partially completed iteration. This might require controlling execution of multiple af fected TXs. Our prototype implementation uses a simpler alternative: The ITX continues to observe the states of the objects relevant to already exe cuted TXs in its observation set. If it detects a change in such objects before the iteration completes, it aborts the execution of the currently executing TX(s) and reexecutes some or all of the previously executed TXs using the TX selection logic.
Co n fso = (User" Connection,). 
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• TXu: Create Con/OBJ" and Conf."", ..
• TXj: Read Confo BJ " and Con!""" ..
• TX,: Allocate specified resources such as a video display and a video cummunication link.
• TX,: Deallocate specified resourc es.
• TX,: Update Coni-"",,.
• TX,: Update Con/O Ri, COIl/ UB }, and Conf�"",., read by TXj of each ITX. update its local objective as well as its observation set.
Just as a user agent uses an ITX to interact with shared objects. a system process not directly serving a user can also use an ITX to manipulate shared ubjects. Our example has two ITXs -ITX"" and ITX", -that are used to manage resources and initialize a con rerence. respectively.
The system resource management process uses I TX"" to ensure that the shared object C onfc,,,,,. is consistent with the actual physical states of the resourc es used in the conference. For example. update the current conference configu ration Cant""" ..
As the conference progresses, the execution of ITXs changes Cant""".
Cont osl, itself might also change be cause of user interventions and failures. Figure 3 , The ITX system for the example application.
----None Crash recovery. The I TX system pro- 
